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MISSION

VISION

We at VIT University will impart futuristic technical education and instil high 
patterns of discipline through our dedicated staff, who shall set global standards, 
making our students technologically superior and ethically strong, who in turn shall 
improve the quality of life of the human race.

Our mission is to educate students from all over India, including those from the 
local and rural areas, and from other countries, so that they become enlightened 
individuals, improving the living standards of their families, industry and society. 
We will provide individual attention, world-class quality education and take care of 
character building.

The VIT legacy, which started from Vellore Engineering College 35 years ago 
to four Universities in India, today, is a result of constant efforts to impart high 
quality of education. The Govt. of India has recognized VIT as No. 1 Private 
Institution for Innovation, ARIIA 2019, and the recent recognition, as an 
Institution of Eminence, has paved a way to focus more on research with 
international collaborations to move up in the global ranking and contribute 
in the capacity building of our nation.

Dr. G VISWANATHAN


Founder- Chancellor of VIT University



Not a single one of us here today has done it alone, 
we are each a patchwork quilt of those who’ve 
loved us, been with us, told us the truth even when 
it was not easy to hear, told us we could do it when 
there was absolutely no proof of it. Thankful to all 
the steps and missteps that have made this 
possible. ADVITYA 2023 has been a journey.

 


Through all the sunshine and midnight rain, the 
lions of VIT Bhopal University never lost sight. 
ADVITYA’23 was far beyond perfect. It was all 
colours in one, at full brightness. There was a 
dazzling haze, it was golden like daylight. Behind 
this amazement was the great passion and zeal of 
all those who’ve worked throughout their days and 
made it such an enormous success in very little 
time making me understand a very old saying, “To 
achieve great things, two things are needed: A Plan 
and not quite enough time”

I can see it now, the crimson sun in the distance, 
crowds of people with eyes fixated on the center 
stage, the quiet yet resonating buzz of excitement 
and obviously the nervous yet enlivened 
thespians. I’m enjoying every minute of it. I’ve seen 
every minute of the hard work and turmoil hidden 
behind. I’ve seen it grow from scratch, build, refine, 
polish and finally become ADVITYA 2023. 

 


The months, weeks and days of hard work was 
summed up via a journey of seventy-two hours, 
and it was indeed one of the best summations I've 
witnessed in my life. The three days of delight 
made the long week of plodding all worth it. 
Having witnessed every moment of it, I want all of 
you to have a glimpse of the craziness of ADVITYA 
2023. 
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Vice President
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Productivity is never an accident. It is always the result of a 
commitment to excellence, intelligent planning, and 
focused effort, and this had been a productive journey. 
The most enthralling part of this journey for me was seeing 
the ignited minds pestering their limits, circum-widening 
their boundaries. Now if those days flash upon my inward 
eye asking which is the bliss of solitude, my heart fills with 
pleasure and pride, ADVITYA 2023 being the reason? Not 
really. The staff, students’ and everyone’s commitment to 
excellence to make ADVITYA 2023 the reason.

The most awaited moment is within touching distance 
now. As I enter the gates, I recall the moments of absolute 
drudgery but seeing the elation in the crowd, even the 
most pessimistic people would brim over with zest. Not 
saying it made me forget the toiling, but it made me proud 
of it. The three days event included everything from tech-
buzz to entertainment, fun games, dance, music and the 
list goes on and on and to add further spice to the 
occasion was the final day of ADVITYA 2023.

We kept dreaming, we kept working, Without leaps of 
imagination, or dreaming, we lose the excitement of 
possibilities. Dreaming, after all, is a form of planning, and 
making dreams come true, that’s exactly what the 
students at VIT Bhopal University do. ADVITYA 2023 was no 
less than the most beautiful dream which has no other 
way or presentation but to live it. Trying to give you all a 
blurry coup d'œil of THE ADVITYA 2023.
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The three days of the momentous event 
weren’t just three days alike. They were all 
different yet holding the same ethics. From 
tech competitions to fun-feuds, from cultural 
shows to dynamic centerpieces, from games 
to sports, from melodies to waltz... it was the 
most delightful mixture having a little of 
everything accepting all the setbacks, they 
kept moving and when they staggered, the 
faculty, staff and all others tightened their 
grip with a final crunch of the most gorgeous 
voice ever heard of our guest in Pro show
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INAUGURATION
The fourth intra-university techno-cultural fest was inaugurated on February 8, 2023, at 
the football ground in VIT Bhopal University and the annual association of Indian 
universities was interested in the event this year to invest in the institute of technology and 
sciences. Dr. V. Vijaya Kumar, vice chancellor of National Law Institute Bhopal, was the 
chief guest, and in his speech, he emphasized the democracy of learning and informed the 
audience that the role of teachers in the 21st century is not only confined to academics but 
also to increase students' participation in extracurricular activities. Dr. U. Kamachi Mudali, 
vice chancellor of VIT Bhopal University, welcomed the dignitaries and the participants and 
also outlined the objectives of the Indian universities cultural fest, which are to promote 
national integration and communal harmony. Dr. A. Senthil Kumar, pro vice chancellor of 
VIT Bhopal University, shared the vision of Dr. G. Vishwanathan, our respected chancellor, 
who stated that "every man is born with innate talents, and the youth festival is the cultural 
platform to bring forth those talents”.

Dr. J. George C. Chandran, Director of Student Welfare in his speech, stated that everyone 
has the potential to give back to society, and he also appreciated the opportunities 
provided by the University and said if you don't know where you came from, you don't 
know where you will be going. He collected this saying with the information that everyone 
should respect the culture and give due importance to our traditions. Advitya’23 is the 
right forum to propagate our traditions and culture. He shared his experience during his 
visit overseas when he came across other nations presenting their cultural shows with 
patriotism. Another side, dance performances and Sargam organized by the VIT Bhopal 
University music club was displayed amidst cheers from the audience.Dr. Pradyumna 
Yadav, Registrar of VIT Bhopal proposed the vote of thanks, and the inauguration ended 
with the national anthem.

AdVITya 2023
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T H E  L I O N S  O F  V I T  B H O P A L
CRICKET

BASKETBALL FOOTBALL

The Advitya'23 sports Fest of VIT Bhopal University that started from 3rd February to 7th February saw thousands of participants indulging in 
competiting sports activities like cricket, football, basketball, volleyball ,chess ,table tennis,Badminton, Power lifiting and kabaddi etc under the 
guidance of our Sports officer Dr. Prashant Tiwari . The sports fest has showcased a fair amount of competition and given the participants 
many moments to cherish ,equipped with latest innovations and technology and expansive play fields.

S
SP R T

BADMINTON

AdVITya 2023
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The University has grown from strength to strength with an efficient team and a dedicated faculty. University has an infrastructure confirming 
to global standards where academics are beautifully complicated with the opportunities for sports. All the sports events organized beautifully 
by our sports student cordinators(s) Sudhanshu Ranjan (20MEI10047), Prashant Sharma (20BCE10977), Aman Raj (20BCE11001), Sarthak Dubey 
(20BAC10007), Vishal Singh (20BCE10934), Raghuveer Singh Chouhan (20BCE11055), Ashutosh Bhaskar (20MIM10009) under the guidance of our 
respected sports officer Dr. Prashant Tiwari.

KABADDI



CRICKET

KABADDI

BASKETBALL

BADMINTON

FOOTBALL

THE

SPORTS


FEST
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Winner is Team Arrow, 
under the leadership 
of Captain Anirudh 
and runner up team is 
Team Mudit inunder 
the leadership of 
Captain Mudit.

In Mens, The winners team did 
wonders under the captiancy 
of Vivek Shahi.

In Women, Taruna Gupta(c) 
and team played well.


In Men, Winner is Team Mavericks, under the 
leadership of Captain Naman Purkarand, runner up 
team is Team Blackhawks under the leadership of 
Captain Pranjal Tiwari.

In women,  Winner is Team Gladiators, under the 
leadership of Captain Shailvi Bajpai and runner up 
team is Team Winning Wavesin under the leadership 
of Captain Goldy Gour.

In Men, Winner is Team Elite Ravens, under the 
leadership of Captain Swastik Pattnaik and 
Ashutosh Bhaskar, runner up team is Team Swiss 
Kebabs under the  leadership of Captain Chakshu 
Bhardwaj.

In women,  Winner is Team Court Queens, under 
the leadership of Captain Mugdha Mishra and 
runner up team is Team D-Fence under the 
leadership of Captain Palak Gupta.

In Men,Winner is Team Core-A, under the 
leadership of Captain Ajay Kishore and runner 
up team is Team Speacialization-B under the 
leadership of Captain Fahad Usmani.

In women,  Winner is Team Pheonix, under the 
leadership of Captain Kanak Maheshwari and 
runner up team is Team Aztec under the 
leadership of Captain Parinati Gaur.



TABLE TENNIS

CHESS

VOLLEY BALL

POWER LIFTING

THE

SPORTS


FEST
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 In Men, Volley ball team Championship 
Winner is Team All stars, under the 
leadership of Captain Prithvi Narayan Singh 
and runner up team is Team Defenders 
under the leadership of Captain Mayank 
Bhawnani. 

In women,  Winner is Team Skipers, under 
the leadership of Captain Aishwarya Tripathi 
and runner up team is Team Court Queens 
under the leadership of Captain Romika Rao

In Men, Winner is Rohan Singh, and 
runner up  is Tanmay Meda.

In women, winner is Neelakshi 
Choudhary and runner up is Divya 
Tiwari

In Men, Winner is Team Sonic, under 
the leadership of Pratham, Amit 
Singh, and runner up team is Team 
Blunder Champs, under the 
leadership of Alok Khansali.

In Men, the participation of lifting started 
from 55 Kgs to 75Kgs. In women, the 
participation of lifting started from 45 
Kgs to 65 Kgs.



THE SPORTS CHAMPIONS

The sports prize distribution ceremony 
is always an occasion to celebrate 
the achievements of people who 
have attained excellence in spheres 
of academics and co-curricular. 
Felicitating the achievers not only 
serves to motivate them to surpass 
their own performance but also spurs 
on their peers to attain similar 
heights. Our Annual Sports fest Prize 
Distribution Ceremony was held on 
8th February 2023 by our respected 
Chief Guest Dr. V. Vijaykumar, Vice 
Chancellor of National Law institute 
Bhopal with Dr. U. kamachi Mudali, 
Vice Chancellor of VIT Bhopal 
University and Pro Vice Chancellor 
Dr. A. Senthil Kumar and Registrar Dr. 
Pradyumna Yadav.
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Coordinator

(All Technical Events)

Dr. Pushpdant Jain



E-Com

Thon
Organized by:-E-Commerce club

Faculty Coordinator:- Mr.R.Sukumar

The E-Commerce Club started their event E- 
Com Thon with an inauguration by Dr. Jai 
Singh W. and Dr. Sukumar at 9:30 AM. The event 
consisted of three rounds. Round 1 was a quiz 
round with ten questions about e-commerce 
and entrepreneurship fundamentals. Round 2 
was a pitching round where participants 
presented their business models and life-
changing ideas. The judges, Dr. S. Pon 
Harshavardhanan, Dr. Hariharan, Mr. Nikhil 
Pateria, and Dr. Supen Kumar Shah, evaluated 
the pitches.

In Round 3, participants tackled practical 
loopholes and real-life problems. The teams 
were visited by Dr. S. Poonkuntran, Dean, SCSE.

 

The event concluded with Dr. Jai Singh sharing 
insights about the E-Commerce Club and 
announcing the winner, who were felicitated 
by Dr. Pon Harshavardhanan. The event ended 
with a vote of thanks by the student 
coordinator, Miss M. Karuna Shree.

There were total 36 participants who were 
divided in 8 teams.
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SNAPCHAT LENS 
STUDIO WORKSHOP

The workshop was conducted by Bhavyajot Singh Chaddha, an expert trainer in building 
AR lenses who has conducted numerous workshops on the topic. After the workshop, 
participants were given one day to create their own Snapchat filters and participate in 
the "Lens Making Competition," which had a theme related to AdVITya. The submission of 
the assignment marked the end of the second stage of the event. The event provided 
students with a unique opportunity to learn about the world of AR and sharpen their 
creative skills in lens making. By participating in the competition, students were able to 
showcase their abilities and compete with their peers, making the event an engaging and 
interactive experience for all. Winner of the event is Harshita Seth  20BCE10361  


AdVITya 202321

Organized by:- Health Informatics Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr.Swagat Kumar Samantaary

Faculty Co-Cordinator:- Dr. Ashok Kumar Patel

The event, "Lens It Up," was conducted as a part of AdVITya'23, and 
aimed to educate students about the creation of Augmented 
Reality (AR) filters and lenses on platforms like Snapchat. The event 
was divided into two stages- the learning stage and the 
assignment stage. During the learning stage, participants were 
taught how to create lenses and geofilters using Snapchat AR 
Studio. 



Organized by:-Health Informatics Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Swagat Kumar Samantaray

Faculty Co-Cordinator:- Dr. Ashok Kumar Patel
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knowledge.

Winners:

1. Khushi Shivae (22BSA10043), Ashu Kumar Nanda 
(22BAI10180) , Kaushal Aknurwar (22BCG10055)



2. Aryan Kumar(22BCE11389) , 
Antariksh(22BCY10168) , Fateh Inder Singh 
(22BCE11276)



3. Vipransh Anand (22BCE11174) , Aadit Singal 
(22BAI10074), Piyush Shivnani (22BCE11185)



Microsoft Technical 
Club Organized a 
nationwide code 
hackathon called 
‘Code Garuda’ 
during the day 3 of 
AdVITya’2023 
techno cultural 
fest. There were 45 
participations,who 
contested for first 
two places.

Organized by-

Microsoft Technical Club

Faculty Coordinators-

Dr Hariharasitarama. S

Dr. Nithin Kumar Mishra


The winners of the hackathon event are Mr Alok Khansal (20BAI10347) and 
Nikhil Rana (20BCE11086).Dr. Debashish Adhikari Dean of Faculty affairs and 
SEEE, Dr. Pookuntaran- Dean of SCSE gave the winners the trophies and 
certificates to the participants. Two workshops were organized for the club 
members on the topic chatGPT and NodeJs Crypto . The Workshops were 
conducted by the club peers and facilitiated the club members with a 
better understandig on the recent technology. Dr. Hariharasitaraman S and 
Dr. Nithin Kumar Mishra, Faculty Coordinator -Event Convenor and Mr. 
Divyansh Ojha Student Coordinator did all the arrangements and 
honoured the dignitaries with mementoes. With the Vote of thanks the 
Hackathon came to end.

Nation level Code Hackathon

Dr Paras Jain- Associate dean Academics inaugurated the event , 
followed by lighting the diya and delivered the felicitation address. 

AdVITya 2023

Organized by-

Microsoft Technic

Faculty Coordinator(s)-

Dr. Hariharasitarama. S

Dr. Nithin Kumar Mishra
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PROBLEM 
SLOVING

CONTEST
Organized by:-CloudZone Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Virendra Singh Kushwah

The competition consisted of three 
rounds, with 22 teams consisting of 44 
students participating. The first round 
had 10 multiple choice questions 
(MCQs), and 18 students (9 teams) 
qualified for the next round.

The second round had 20 MCQs and 10 
coding questions, where some of the 
students filtered out and reached 
advanced to the final round. 

Finally, the third and last round was 
entirely dedicated to coding questions, 
where students from all branches 
performed so well and extraordinary 
and given a valuable remark of being 
a VITian.

Overall, the competition appears to 
have been challenging, and the 
students who qualified for the next 
round demonstrated their knowledge 
and skills in the first round. 
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TECH

MYSTERY

Organized by:-Coding Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr.S.Aanjan Kumar
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The event involves participants 
exploring a mysterious room to 
uncover clues that lead to the 
culprit behind a devious deed. 
The participants must use their 
technical skills, wits, and 
judgement to solve the puzzles 
and decipher the clues hidden 
in the room.

With the pressure of the clock ticking, the participants 
must work together to solve the mystery and save the day. 
It's a thrilling and engaging experience that will test their 
problem-solving skills and critical thinking abilities. The 
winners of the events were:  

Mahika Agarwal 20BAI10101 | Nikhil Kumar 20BAI10275 | Sahil 
Arora 20BAI10264 

1st Runner up: Shield- Yash Arya 22BCY10170 | Aryan Bari 
22BSA10161 | Harsh Shukla 22BCE10463 | Akshat Jain 
22BCY10098

2nd Runner up: Vision X- Amustha Shrivastava 22BSA10293 
| Shishir Agarwal 22BCE10771 | SK Sahil Islam 22BCE10440 | 
Rushikesh Raut 22BCE10965.




The challenge is to solve the 
mystery and catch the culprit 
within a limited time frame. The 
event features multiple endings, 
each leading to a different 
scenario, providing a unique 
and challenging experience for 
the participants
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Cy-VITya

Organized by:-OWASP Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. D Saravanan

Overall, the feedback from participants 
was overwhelmingly positive, 
highlighting the success of the event. 
The event was a great initiative by 
OWASP and contributed to the skill-
building and professional development 
of the participants.

The winners of the event were

1.  Saksham Mehta - 21BCE105262. 

2. Aman Kumar Singh-22BCY102583

3 Jayant Rawat - 20BCE10739.  

26

The OWASP Cy-VITya event was a 
resounding success, with a large 
number of participants joining through 
Zoom and YouTube. The event 
featured a keynote address by Urvesh 
Thakkar, which was highly anticipated 
and well-received by the audience. 
The speaker shared valuable insights 
and knowledge with the audience, 
keeping them engaged and 
impressed throughout. The Treasure 
Hunt Competition was also a hit 
among participants, who tested their 
skills and knowledge. 
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Organized by:- Google Developer Student Clubs (GDSC)

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Kamlesh Chandravanshi
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The event aimed to 
educate attendees about 
data collection, web 
scraping, and related tools. 
The event covered key 
topics such as Chat GPT, 
TensorFlow, selenium, 
Kaggle, and BS4. The 
speakers provided an 
introduction to TensorFlow, 
its roadmap, and the 
TensorFlow exam. They 
also explained selenium 
and the GitHub repository, 
limitations of Kaggle, 
alternatives to Kaggle, 
implementation of BS4, 
and types of data.

The Q&A session provided 
an opportunity for 
attendees to ask questions 
and receive further 
information from the 
speakers. The event was 
successful in helping 
students become 
proficient with the tools 
and gain insights into data 
collection. The speakers 
were knowledgeable and 
provided valuable 
information, making the 
event engaging and 
informative. Overall, the 
event provided a great 
learning opportunity for 
attendees.
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UCKERS

TERRA

UckersTerra was a successful event that 
aimed to promote inclusivity and enhance 
brain activity through an inter-branch/inter-
college competition. With 82 teams and over 
300 participants, the game was highly 
competitive, with players eager to win gold 
medals. 


The event was a great achievement, with 
many smiling faces in the venue. At last 
the medals were awarded, Branch CSE 
core received the most, with 41 gold 
medals in total. The event was a great 
way for participants to learn the value of 
competition, teamwork, and 
sportsmanship. Overall, UckersTerra was 
a fantastic opportunity for students to 
come together, have fun, and foster a 
sense of community and belonging.


Organized by:

Ramanujan Mathematica 
and SAP Club

Faculty Coordinator(s):

Dr Bhumika Choksi

Dr. Neetu Kalra
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HACK 
EXCHANGE

The AI-based hackathon was an event where 
teams participated and built projects based on 
their own chosen theme. The event required 
teams to prepare a presentation on their project 
or solution, and they were provided with constant 
mentorship from our team members. The 
participants were graded based on their level of 
creativity and innovation, and the winners of the 
competition received exciting prizes, including 
trophies and INR 6,000.


           The hackathon encouraged participants 
to work on their skills and knowledge in AI and 
provided them with an opportunity to 
showcase their creativity and innovation in the 
field. The mentorship provided by our team 
members helped the participants to build their 
projects with guidance, and the judges graded 
the projects based on their quality and 
creativity. Overall, the event was a success, 
and it helped the participants to gain 
knowledge and experience in AI-based 
projects. The winners of the event:

Shreyash Mohadikar – 20BAI10283

Yash Ukalkar - 20BAI10197

Sudhanwa Bokade – 20BAI10302

Malhar Desai – 20BAI10378


Organized by:- AI Club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr Mayuri AVR
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DOWN TO A 
SCIENCE

The event consisted of three activities: treasure hunt, 
poster design, and Pictionary game. The treasure hunt 
was a team activity in which students had to search for 
hidden clues in a specific area. The teams comprised 3 to 
5 members. The aim of the treasure hunt was to 
encourage team building, problem-solving skills, and 
healthy competition among students.

The poster design activity was an individual task where 
students had to create a poster on an A4-size paper or in 
an online mode using their own materials. Students were 
given complete creative freedom, and the poster could be 
on any topic. This activity aimed to stimulate students' 
creativity, imagination, and artistic abilities.


The Pictionary game was a team activity where students had to sketch an image on a whiteboard 
provided by the organizers. Teams of 3 to 5 members were allowed to participate in the game. The 
aim of this activity was to enhance students' communication, collaboration, and teamwork skills 
while also encouraging their creativity.Overall, the event was designed to promote teamwork, 
creativity, problem-solving, and communication skills among the students. It allowed them to think 
creatively, work together as a team, and participate in healthy competition. The event was a 
success, and the students had a great time participating in the activities.There were total 107 
participants and the winners were

Treasure Hunt Winners ,Chetan Garg 20MIM10146 ,Raj Mansuria 20MIM10147 ,Piyush Kumar 
Sahajwani 22MEI10072. Pictionary Winners , Aishwary Singh 22BCE11525 , Simar Singh 22BAI10012 
, Sarthak Sambhav 22BSA10162, Poster Making Winner, ishita Agarwal 20BCE10239


Organized by:- Fraternity of Young Innovators 

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr.  Siddhartha Maiti
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Organized by:- IoT Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Ankur jain
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CY-HUNT

CWC-CyHunt is a technical event that tests 
teams' knowledge and skills in cybersecurity. 
The event covers various essential topics such 
as cryptography, blockchain, gaming security, 
and cloud security. The competition consists of 
two phases, with the first phase being a qualifier 
round where 20 teams participated. Out of the 
20 teams, 15 qualified for the second phase.

The second phase of the competition started at 
1:30 pm and involved six vulnerable machines. 
The participating teams had to find bugs and 
vulnerabilities in the machines, exploit them, 
and then gain access to the system. The teams 
were awarded points based on the level of 
access they could gain. Team-3 was the first to 
take partial access to the machine and was 
awarded 10 points. Half an hour later, Team-6 
gained complete access to the first machine 
and received 50 points. After 10 more minutes, 
Team-6 gained root access and increased their 
score to 70 points, ultimately being declared the 
winners of the competition. Team-3 was the 
runner-up, having gained partial access to the 
machine earlier.

The winners are- 1st prize: ₹1200 Amazon 
Voucher, Shanu shekhar giri, Ujjwal kaul, Vansh 
malhotra, Pranav Chaturvedi. 2nd prize: ₹800 
Amazon Voucher Tuhin Bose, Sanskar kumar 
burman, Anant Bhartiya, Aadil Haidar Ali.
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Organized by:- VIT Bhopal Cyber Warriors Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Azath H

Faculty Co-cordinator:- Dr. Prabhu. M
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STOCK

OVERFLOW
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marks data set.

AdVITya 2023

Organized by:- Data Science Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Abha Trivedi



chAI PE

CHARCHA

Organized by:-AI Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. AVR Mayuri
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The event included delicious 
snacks, which added to the fun 
and laid-back atmosphere of 
the event. The participants 
were encouraged to share their 
stories and experiences, which 
kept the audience engaged 
and entertained.

Overall, the event was a fun 
and lighthearted way to bring 
together people interested in 
technology and AI. It provided 
a space for people to share 
their experiences and learn 
from each other, all while 
enjoying some delicious 
snacks and good company.

The comedy-themed event focused on 
technology and AI bloopers and failures. The aim 
was to bring together tech enthusiasts and 
professionals to share their funniest moments 
and biggest blunders in the field. The event was 
also an opportunity for the audience to take digs 
at the presenters.
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Organized by:-AI Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. AVR Mayuri

AI

BREAK

DOWN
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TECH

ZILLA

Organized by:- Mozilla firefox club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. A Balaji

Faculty Co-coordinator:-Dr. Suresh Dara
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Organized by:-Robotics Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Shiv Manjaree Gopaliya

Faculty Co-cordinator:-Dr. Ribu Mathew
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The Robotics Club 
organized an event 
called “Circuit Wizard”, 
which was a workshop 
and hands-on session 
on Arduino and 
Tinkercad. The workshop 
aimed to provide 
participants with a 
glimpse of the world of 
robotics using Arduino. 
The event covered 
several topics, including 
an Introduction to 
Arduino, an introduction 
to sensors and modules 
as well as hands-on 
experience with Arduino, 
and Tinkercad softwares.

 Participants were able to 
learn the basics of 
programming and 
electronics by working 
with the Arduino and 
Tinkercad software. They 
also gained knowledge 
about different sensors 
and modules used in 
robotics. The workshop 
was interactive, with 
participants getting a 
chance to ask questions 
and work on their own 
projects with the help of 
experts. Overall, the event 
was an excellent 
opportunity for 
participants to explore.
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AAROHAN

Arohan was a comprehensive business event that consisted of three significant events - a 
Business Model Canvas Competition, The Business Hunt, and The Business Talk by Rakhi Pal. 
The event had started with registrations for the competition and the business talk on 
January 21st. The Business Model Canvas Competition was conducted online, and the 
results were announced after the judging process. The top five teams of the competition 
were then invited to participate in The Business Hunt and attend the expert business talk 
by Rakhi Pal at no cost. The Business Talk was one of the highlights of the event, with 
esteemed chief guests delivering the talk, and it was well-received by the attendees. The 
talk proved to be highly effective in the corporate and business fields, providing valuable 
insights to the participants. The Business Hunt was a fun-filled event where teams had to 
solve interesting and challenging clues to win. All the teams gave their best to emerge 
victorious in this part of the event. Overall, Arohan was an exciting and engaging business 
event that provided a platform for participants to showcase their skills, gain valuable 
knowledge, and network with industry professionals. It was a great success and left 
participants and attendees eagerly looking forward to the next edition of the event


Organized by:-Entrepreneurship Cell

Faculty Coordinator:- Bhakti Parashar, Dr. Margatharajan
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Organized by- Enterpreneurship Cell

Faculty Coordinators:- Dr. Bhakti Parashar

Faculty Co-coordinator:-Dr. Margatharajan
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DIGITAL

GRAFFITI

Organized by- Linux Club

Faculty Coordinator(s) - 

Dr. Pushpinder Singh Patheja

Dr. Pradeep Mishra
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On 10th February, the event started with the lightening of 
lamps by  dignitaries and over the next three hours, The par-
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GAMERS

ASYLUM 3.0
Organized by:-VR and Gaming Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Monoj Kumar Muchahari

VRGC Gamers Asylum was an LAN eSports event 
hosted by VIT Bhopal University. The event 
featured a tournament of the game title 
“VALORANT,” an online 5 vs 5 tactical shooter 
game that is widely regarded as one of the best 
PC games currently available. The event aimed 
to help students explore the growing eSports 
scene in India and provide an opportunity for 
passionate students to showcase their skills and 
reach new heights.

A total of 20 teams have competed in the event, 
battling it out for the top spot. The event  been 
an excellent opportunity for students to engage 
in competitive gaming and develop their skills in 
a fun and challenging environment. It also 
provide a platform for students to meet and 
interact with other like-minded individuals who 
share a passion for gaming and eSports.

Overall, the VRGC Gamers Asylum LAN eSports 
event was an exciting and engaging experience 
for all participants. It provided an excellent 
opportunity for students to showcase their skills, 
meet new people, and have a great time in a 
fun and competitive atmosphere. The event was 
a great success and will likely inspire future 
events of a similar nature.
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FORTUNE

SAYS

One dominant team out emerged as the winner and was awarded by the faculty coordinators, 
Dr. Pushpinder Singh Patheja and Dr. Pradeep Kumar Mishra. The competition was a testament 
to the importance of teamwork, creativity, and technical skills in problem-solving. The event 
was undoubtedly an exciting and engaging experience for all the participants. The winners of 
the event were Nehal  Jain 20BAI10241, Niharika 20BAI10061 


The event held on February 9th, 2023, at AB406 was a captivating and thrilling experience. 
The event consisted of a competition where teams of two members each participated in 
three rounds: Dumb-Charades, Scribble, and pattern programming. The first round 
involved acting out movie titles generated by a Linux application, where teammates 
needed to guess the names within three minutes. In the second round, participants had to 
sketch and guess, while the third round focused on generating fun asterisk patterns to test 
programming abilities. .
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Organized by:-Linux Club

Faculty Coordinator(s):- 

Dr. Pushpinder Singh Patheja, 

Dr. Pradeep Mishra



Organized by:- TechnoMech Club

Faculty Coordinator(s):-Dr. Pushpdant Jain

                                           Dr. Rohit Sharma
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TechnoMech  club of VIT Bhopal has  organized an online 
webinar titled "Navigating Cybersecurity and Clouding Inside 
Out" on February 10th, 2023, which was held through MS 
Teams from 2–4 p.m. The event featured keynote speaker Ms. 
Priyanka Giri, a software developer intern at Palo Alto 
Networks, and Alumna of VIT Bhopal who shared her insights 
on recent technological trends in the fields of cloud, 
cybersecurity, and DevOps. The webinar was engaging and 
enlightening, and Ms. Giri's personal journey in the industry 
was also discussed. The event garnered a great response in 
registrations, with volunteers and participants contributing to 
its success.


The webinar provided participants with valuable insights into the latest developments in cloud and 
cybersecurity, which are rapidly evolving fields in the tech industry. Ms. Giri's experience and knowledge 
provided participants with a unique perspective and helped them better understand these critical 
domains. The event was well-organized and executed, thanks to the efforts of the volunteers and 
participants who contributed to its success. Overall, "Navigating Cybersecurity and Clouding Inside Out" 
was an excellent virtual event that provided a platform for participants to learn, interact, and gain 
valuable knowledge from an industry expert. It was a great initiative by TechnoMech  club of VIT Bhopal 
that contributed to the skill-building and professional development of the participants.


AdVITya 2023

Organized by-TechnoMech Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Pushpdant Jain

Faculty Co-cordinator:-Dr Rohit Sharma
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Coordinator

(All Non Technical Events)


Dr. Bhumika Choksi
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GAME 
FLIX

This event is a six-hour fun and challenging series of games that is divided 
into three rounds. The first round, called "Money Heist," requires the players 
to solve a puzzle that will help them gain access to a hidden vault. The 
second round, "Squid Game," requires the players to cut out perfect pieces 
of a specified object within a time limit, without getting shot by the Red 
Masked Men. The third round, called "Wednesday," is set in Nevermore 
Academy and requires players to search for letters to form a word using 
provided hints and a college map. Players have used stealth to avoid 
being eaten by the outcasts and uncover the identity of the monster.


Organized by:-ios club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. AB Rouf Khan 

Overall, the event was fun and exciting challenge that requires players to use their 
problem-solving skills and quick thinking to succeed. It was an excellent opportunity for 
individuals to test their abilities in a competitive yet enjoyable environment. The event also 
incorporates popular themes from popular movies and TV shows, making it an exciting 
and engaging experience for all participants. The winners of the event were

Team SHADES -Ishita Mishra 22BSA10031, Vanshika Tyagi 22BCE10493, Akanksha Panda 
22BCE10497
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ROCK’a BLAST

created a diverse and entertaining experience for all. The performers were judged based on 
their coordination, musical skills, and stage presence, which added an element of 
competition to the event. After all the bands had performed, the winners were announced 
during the valedictory ceremony, bringing the event to a close. The competition provided an 
excellent opportunity for students to demonstrate their musical abilities, and the audience 
thoroughly enjoyed the performances. Overall, the event was a success and left a lasting 
impression on those who attended. The winning team and members were  Band Zidd Srujan 
Sahu - 20BCG10026, Aditya Bhattamishra - 20BCG10001, Yashasvee Iyer - 20BCG10012, 
Debroop Sarkar - 20MEI10078, Winston Thomas - 20BCY10014, Pravakar Bhattacharya - 
20BCE10439, Anshul Sathe - 20BCY10204



Organized by:-Music and Band Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Suchetana Sadhukhan

Faculty Co-Cordinator:-Dr. Dipankar Sutradhar
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On 9th February,Rock a Blast was an intercollegiate battle of bands 
that showcased the musical talents of college students. The event 
began with an energetic opening performance that set the tone for 
the evening. The audience was then treated to power-packed 
performances by five different bands, each with their unique style 
and genre, which
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SARGAM

2023
Organized by:-Music and Band Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Suchetana Sadhukhan

Faculty Co-Coordinator:-Dr. Dipankar Sutradhar

Sargam is an annual inter-college solo or duet singing 
competition that allows participants to showcase their 
musical skills and talents on stage. The event took place 
on February 8 2023,  all 26 teams performed beautifully. 
The competition provided a platform for singers to 
explore different genres of music and showcase their 
abilities, while also offering them a chance to compete 
against each other.



The event proceeded as planned. After all the 
performances were completed, the results were 
announced, and prize money was distributed. The 
emcees then concluded the event.



Sargam offers a great opportunity for talented singers to 
display their skills and compete with their peers. Despite 
the challenges faced during the event, the participants 
showed dedication and enthusiasm, making the 
competition a success.

A total of 36 students participated in the competition. The 
winners of the event were

First position was held by

Disha Chakraborty (22BAI10008) 

Soofia Khan(22BCE10191)

Second position was held by

Shreyaskar Pandey (22BCE10092) 

Aditya Saraswati (22BCG10163)
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Organized by:- Fusion club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr Saravanan S
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The Fusion Club organized the event "How I Met Your Murderer" 
on February 10 to provide participants with a realistic detective 
experience. Within two days, the club received over one hundred 
registrations, indicating the participants' enthusiasm. Upon 
arrival at the venue, the teams began investigating the crime 
scene and interrogating suspects. Participants paid close 
attention to minute details, connected the dots, and identified 
the culprit. The winners were selected based on the time taken 
to solve the crime and the accuracy of their detective work.

The participants showed great enthusiasm and worked tirelessly 
to uncover the clues and solve the crime. After all the teams 
had completed the challenge, the best detectives were 
rewarded based on the time taken to solve the crime and the 
accuracy of their detective work. 


After all the teams had completed the challenge, the best detectives were rewarded based on the time taken to 
solve the crime and the accuracy of their detective work. The winning team was given a prize for their impressive 
efforts in cracking the case.  The event allowed students to test their critical thinking skills, attention to detail, and 
problem-solving abilities in a fun and engaging way. There were a total of 510 participants which were turned into 
teams with each  team of 5 members. The winners were First Prize Anshika Tank( 22BEY10047)  Khushi Kumari  
22BCY10275 , Khushi Kumari(22BCE10230) ,Venya Gupta  (22BOE10058) ,Binisha Thakur (22BOE1093) . Second Prize, 
Srinivas (22BAS10044) , Animesh (22MEI10015), Shubham (22BOE10118) ,Tirthankar (22BOE10118), Tsangchup  
(22BCY10054)
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AdVITya 2023

Faculty Coordinators

Organized by:- Fintech Club

Faculty Coordinators(s):- 

Dr. Rudra Kalyan Nayak

Dr. Sonali Srivastava



THE

FORAGERS 2.0
Organized by:-D2C Igniters Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr Subhash Chandra Patel

Foragers 2.0 was a two-day long event organized by the 
Igniters Club and Insights Club of VIT Bhopal. It was a 
treasure hunt divided into two rounds. The first round was 
the scavenger hunt, where 42 teams participated. Each 
team was provided with a bunch of tasks that they had 
to complete in a 1 hour, 15-minute window. The tasks 
ranged from collecting items to performing simple tasks. 
During the scavenger hunt, there was confusion and awe 
among the teams, as the collectibles were not so simple. 



The teams had to decide amongst themselves who 
would perform the bizarre tasks. The top 8 teams with the 
highest points would qualify for the classic Treasure Hunt, 
which was the final round. After the scavenger hunt, the 
teams dispersed The teams were given their first clues 
after performing a few warm-up exercises. The teams, 
were running from one corner of the university to the 
other, fumbling upon the words of the clues.



Finally, Team 2 was the first team to reach the final 
destination and burst the party popper as a symbol of 
completing the hunt. Two other teams figured out the last 
clue as well, but sadly they were just a few seconds late. 
The event ended on a great note, with the teams 
reporting back to the MPH, where the winners were 
welcomed with parties and colored poppers. 



The winners was Team 18(Sum 6), and team members 
were, Manisha Singh, Tulika Basu, Shreya Dutta, Asmita 
Agarwal, Devansh Jaiswal.
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The "Food Truck" event is a platform provided by the "Cooking & 
Feasting Club - VIT Bhopal" that allows students to showcase 
their expertise in cooking and business, team coordination, 
leadership, and stall management skills. The event provides an 
opportunity for students to develop and demonstrate a range of 
essential skills that are crucial to succeed in the culinary industry. 
Through this event, the students can gain practical experience in 
managing a food stall, preparing and serving food to customers, 
and working collaboratively as a team. Overall, the "Food Truck" 
event is a great initiative that provides a valuable learning 
experience and prepares students for future success in the 
culinary industry.


Organized by:- Cooking and Feasting club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Yogesh shukla

THE FOOD 
TRUCK
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Organized by:- BIZ-WHIZ Club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Manisha Singh

Faculty Co-Coordinator:-Dr. Yogita Diwevedi

BUSINESS

MODEL
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PITCHERS

1.O

Pitchers 1.0 is a pitching competition where participants 
were given the opportunity to pitch their services and 
products to a panel of judges. The competition was aimed 
at providing a platform for entrepreneurs and startups to 
showcase their ideas and to receive feedback and 
guidance .Participants were given a set of evaluation 
criteria, based on which the judges would make their 
decision. The evaluation criteria may have included aspects 
such as innovation, feasibility, potential for growth, and 
scalability.


It also provided a platform for networking and meeting 
potential investors and collaborators. After the pitches 
were presented, the judges evaluated the performances 
and announced the winner of the competition. The 
winner have received a prize, recognition, or an 
opportunity for further collaboration and support. 
Overall, Pitchers 1.0 was a great opportunity for aspiring 
entrepreneurs and startups to showcase their ideas, 
receive feedback, and network with like-minded 
individuals. The competition was a success due to the 
hard work and dedication of the organizers, judges, and 
participants who made it a memorable and valuable 
experience.  Participants were expected to prepare a 
compelling and convincing pitch that would 
demonstrate the value of their product or service. The 
competition was an excellent opportunity for 
participants to receive feedback on their pitches and to 
improve their communication and presentation skills


Faculty Coordinator:- 

Dr. Manisha Singh

Faculty Co-Coordinator:-

Dr. Yogita Diwevedi
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Organized by:- BIZ-WHIZ CLUB
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GLAM

VIT

VIT Bhopal's first fashion show 
was a huge success, with 
almost 67 participants and 
over 300 audience members in 
attendance. The event was 
graced by the Director of 
Student Welfare and Assistant 
Director of Student Welfare, 
along with many well-wishers. 
Ms. Kashish Kher, First Runner 
Up 2022 and Miss Madhya 
Pradesh, served as one of our 
honorable judge. The ramp 
walk was divided into two 
rounds, and winners were 
named in six categories, 
including Mr. and Ms. GlamVIT, 
Mr. and Ms. Stylish, Mr. and Ms. 
Smart, Mr. and Ms. Retro, Mr. 
and Ms. Ethnic, and Mr. and Ms. 
Cool Janta. 


Organized by:- Gujarati Club

Faculty Coordinator:-

Dr. Bhumika Choksi, 

Dr. Neetu Kalra
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The competition was intense, with people rooting for their favorite contestants. In the 
end, the event marked a new milestone for fashion enthusiasts at VIT Bhopal and 
provided a platform for showcasing talent and creativity. The winners of the Event 
were: Mr. GlamVIT: Kartavya Chaudhary                                  Ms. GlamVIT: Tushita Jain

          Mr. Retro: Dyutin R                                                         Ms. Retro: Nilanjana Jain 

          Mr. Ethnic: Sourodeep Kabiraj                                    Ms. Ethnic: Vrushti Patel 

          Mr. Smart: Aditya Sarkar                                             Ms. Smart: Yashi Goswami 

          Mr. Stylish: Mohammad Suboor Hussain Khan       Ms. Stylish: Charitha Gadari

          Mr. Cool Janta: Sahaj Singh                                                    Ms. Cool Janta: Chetna Bhagwan
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OTAKU

MANIA

The event featured an "Anime Trivia" competition, which 
aimed to test the participants' knowledge of their favorite 
anime shows, including popular titles such as Dragon Ball Z 
and Pokémon. The trivia questions were designed to be 
challenging yet engaging, and participants competed to 
answer as many questions as possible correctly.

The event provided an opportunity for students to come 
together, share their knowledge of anime culture, and build 
camaraderie through friendly competition


Organized by:-Anime Club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Shweta Mukherjee

By participating in the event, students had the opportunity to learn more about anime 
culture and its various themes and values. After the trivia competition had concluded, the 
judges evaluated the participants' answers to determine the winner.The event was 
considered a success, as it allowed students to engage in a fun and educational activity 
while also promoting the values of camaraderie and equality. There were total 50 
participants and all the participants participated individually
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THE

ARTRUN

The event started with a three-legged race, where teams 
demonstrated their teamwork and enthusiasm. They then 
participated in a drawing activity to showcase their 
perspectives. With cryptic instructions and riddles, they 
moved on to the next location where a coin-searching 
game was played. Nine coins were hidden, and each team 
was given 15 minutes to find the coins and submit one with 
the maximum value. The event ended with a blindfolded 
navigating game where the teams searched for the coins 
scattered on the floor. The involvement of the whole group 
made it the most enjoyable event of the day. Afterwards, 
the participants were led to the next venue where they 
painted masks with riddle references, displaying their 
creativity and wit.
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Organized by:- Fine arts club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Mamta Agrawal

Faculty Co-Coordinator:-Dr. Jyoti Badge

Faculty Co-Coordinator:-Dr. Arpita Baronia


Guest of event, Ms. Rakhi Pal, inspired the participants by addressing them. The finalists were 
presented with the final tasks, and after much deciphering, they ran for the room that contained 
the final treasure. Two teams, neck and neck, went straight for the treasure chest and were both 
rewarded for their amazing performances. The event concluded as a memorable and enjoyable 
moment for everyone. A total of 93 students participated and the winners were

In 1st place    Team artX  -Shishir Agarwal, Sk Sahil Islam ,Rushikesh Raut

                        Team Core  -Aaryan singh rawat, Sneha kumawat, Shreya dagar

In 2nd place, Team NaanKhatai -Vatsal Agarwal, Ayush Porwal, Yashaswi Patel, 3rd place 

                        Team Aerostrokes -Rishith, Shubharun Das, Aagam Jain
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CROSS THE 
HURDLE
Organized by:- 

Cognitive Mind and Fitness Club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Manisha Jain

Physical development can help with the maintenance of a healthy weight and the 
development of strong bones, muscles and heart.

The Cross the Hurdle event consisted of 7-8 small challenging tasks, including Squid 
Game, Hurdle Race, Cup Tower, Marathon, Musical Chair, and more.

The Winners of the event were

1.  Anvaya Arsha                                 1. Parinati Gaur

2. Akshat Agrawal                             2. Khushi Pandey

3. Javed Ahmad 



During Advitya Cognitive mind fitness club organised 
cross the hurdles

Event was based on Physical Activities Like 


100 metre merathon

sac race 

tower cups 

slow cycle race 


Objective of the event to motivate students for 
outdoor games.

Without mobile and digital games students can also 
enjoy their life.Students enjoy each activity very much.
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THE

ASTREA

Organized by:--Anterix

Faculty Coordinators:- Dr. Prashant G K 

Faculty Co-oordinator:- Dr. Soumitra K Nayak

The Astronomy Night event was an enlightening and exciting stargazing 
extravaganza, which began at the University Auditorium with a warm 
welcome by the faculty coordinator, Dr. Prashant GK & Dr. Soumitra 
Nayak. Participants were treated to a captivating talk by Mr. Alok from the 
Aryabhat organization, who introduced the basics of telescope and 
astronomy. The highlight of the evening was the screening of the 
documentary "Cosmic Collision," which gave the participants an 
immersive experience and sparked their curiosity about the mysteries of 
the cosmos. After the astronomical sunset at 7:00 pm, the participants 
were taken from the Auditorium to the area outside the University Lab 
complex and Underbelly Square. The sky was made to look clear and 
dark by turning off the street lights. Four telescopes were set up, and 
participants could marvel at celestial bodies such as Venus, Jupiter, 
Mars, the stunning Orion Nebula and M-45, and various other 
constellations, all highlighted using a green laser. Every participant was 
provided with a ticket, glow stick and badge as souvenirs. The Q&A 
session that followed further amplified the participants' understanding 
and allowed them to delve deeper into the subject. The event was highly 
informative and satisfying, leaving the participants with a newfound 
appreciation for the universe's wonders.
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The "Brain Games'' event was a day-long mental stimulation 
challenge, where participants competed individually or in teams of 
two. The event consisted of two rounds, the first being a quiz round 
with tough and witty questions designed to test the participant's quick 
thinking abilities. The fastest-finger-first approach was used to 
determine the winner of the first round.

The second and final round of the event was called "Emotional 
Squares", where the participants were judged on their ability to 
interpret and convey a different set of dialogues in completely 
different or opposing emotions. The participants had to perform in 
front of the judges and the audience, who then chose the best 
performer as the winner of the event. Overall, the "Brain Games" event 
was an exciting and challenging experience that tested the 
participants' mental abilities and provided them with a chance to 
showcase their skills and creativity.

There were a total 27 participants among which there were 6 teams. 
The winner was Harish Sivakumar(20BCG10008)


Organized by:- 

English Literacy Club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Anita Yadav

AdVITya 2023

BATTLE 
OF 

WITS
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MAGIC 
SHOW

Metamorphosis was a show by the magician Bharatkrishnan, organized 
by the Malayalam club of VIT Bhopal as part of the AdVITya '23 techno 
cultural fest. The event took place on the 9th of February at the 
auditorium and witnessed the presence of the Vice Chancellor of the 
college along with other dignitaries. The show showcased the mystic 
arts, starting with magic tricks based on pure sleight of hand and 
illusions, followed by demonstrations of ESP (extra sensory perception), 
paranormal sensations and psychokinesis.

Organized by:- Malayalam club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Divya Haridas

The performance also included mentalism performances that 
showcased mind-reading abilities, as well as acts of juggling, 
escapism, and humor that kept the audience engaged. The entire 
performance was subject to live audience interaction.

"It is not a mere trick of language; the hand must be trained, the 
eyes must be trained, the tongue must be trained," this sentence 
summarized the skill and dedication required to present such a 
mesmerizing performance
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BAND BAJA

BOLLYWOOD

The Bollywood-themed event, aimed at Bollywood fans, was held on February 9th, 2023, 
at the auditorium. Participants were encouraged to dress up as their favorite Bollywood 
character and choose their backing track to walk on stage. Some participants even 
incorporated their characters dialogues and dance moves into their performances.

A gala event organized to experience what it actually feels like to have different access 
under one roof and see them letting out their characters with utmost authenticity and 
brilliance.

Participants were encouraged to not only dress up as their favourite characters but 
also imitate their passion and enjoy themselves while doing so.

Right from ‘chota pandit of Bhool Bhullaiya’ to ‘Gangubai Kathiawadi’, each and every 
performance was so brilliant that many of them were even called on stage to perform 
again. Overall the event was a huge success.


Organized by:-Drama Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Sumit Mittal
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Darpan is a stage play that 
invites the audience to explore 
their emotions and understand 
themselves better. The play 
delves into the complex range 
of emotions that exist within us, 
some of which are easily 
accepted while others are 
buried deep within. At    the 


The play continues the story where Shakespeare left it and the act where Marlon Brando left 
it, taking the audience on a journey of self-discovery and exploration. Through the power of 
storytelling, the play creates a unique and engaging experience for the audience, 
challenging them to confront their innermost thoughts and emotions..


Overall, Darpan is a thought-provoking and engaging stage play that encourages the 
audience to embrace their emotions and explore their true selves. It is a powerful reminder 
of the importance of self-discovery and the transformative impact it can have on our lives

playground for 
emotions, the audience 
is encouraged to test 
the untested and 
embrace discomfort 
with the sole purpose of 
gaining a deeper 
understanding of 
themselves.

THE 

DARPAN

FESTIVAL

Organized by:-Drama Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. Sumit Mittal
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DHOL

TASHA

VIT

ji.

Organized by:- Marathi club

Faculty Coordinator:-Dr. Manisha Jain
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During the Aadhav 2023, 2000+ students of VIT Bhopal 
University have witnessed a wonderful and very 
engaging Laser light show as a part of Advitya 2023, 
The show involved the use of laser light to entertain 
the audience.
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LASER

SHOW
Organized by:- Tamil Club


A laser light show consisted of projected laser beams set to music, The 
Centre piece of show was depiction of 'life of an engineer' expectations v/s 
realty followed by visuals of many famous historical monuments and some 
famous artist like Rajnikant along with visuals of our honorable chancellor 

Dr. G Vishwanathan. Audiences enjoyed a lot during the event and also got 
an idea about how lasers can turn you up so perfectly.

Dr. G.L Balaji

Dr. Benevatho Jason,
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GAMES

MELA
Organized by:- Telugu Club

Faculty Coordinator:- Dr. GL Balaji

The Event consisted of 2 Sessions and a 48 
hour long timings for students to participate 
and try to win in any of the 5 games 
listed(Push-up challenge, Arm wrestling, 
Rubix cube 3x3 & 5x5, Bottle flip, Water & 
Cups)

Day 1 (08-02-2023): The event started off 
around 11 am and students were very much 
enthusiastic during the first day, Somewhere 
around 100 registrated who were very 
confident for the next day and  some of the 
students prepared for the finals in Arm 
wrestling and rubix cube.

Day 2 (09-02-2023) The event started off 
with the finals of Arm wrestling competition 
followed by several other finals and new 
games where students have took part with 
very curiously and showed a lot of interest 
throughout the day, Prize ceremony held 
after each event to congratulate the 
winners for their efforts and dedication. It 
was an offline event and more than 80 
participants participated in the event.
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VALEDICTORY

CEREMONY

It gives us immense pleasure to bid adieu to this wonderful 
fest, which was filled with moments of joy, learning, and 
inspiration.The fest commenced with the soul-stirring Tamil 
Thai Valthu, which was followed by a warm welcome 
address by our Director of Student Welfare Dr. J George 
Chellin Chandran, setting the tone for the ending. We were 
then privileged to witness the felicitation of our esteemed 
Vice-Chancellor Dr. U. Kamachi Mudali, by our gracious 
General Secretary Mr. Pranjal Mohan pandey, followed by 
the felicitation of our Pro Vice-Chancellor Dr. A. Senthil 
Kumar by our esteemed Cultural secretary Mr. Argish 
Abhangi, and our Registrar Dr. Pradyumna Yadav by our 
Joint Secretary Mr. Sahil Chaudhary. These honours serve 
as a testament to their dedication and service to our 
institution and were a fitting tribute to their tireless efforts in 
advancing the institution's mission.

The day's proceedings were further enriched by the 
enlightening speeches by our Vice-Chancellor and 
Registrar. Their words of wisdom and insight left us with 
much to ponder and reflect upon.

We were also honoured to receive the Advitya'23 event 
report by Assistant Director of student welfare Dr. Anant 
Kant Shukla, which was both informative and inspiring 
followed by the  touch of excitement prize  distribution for 
the Rock-a-Blast where the winners being felicitated for 
their outstanding performance. Finally, At last our heartfelt 
gratitude to Dr. Manisha Singh Assistant Director of student 
welfare, for delivering the Vote of Thanks, and to all our 
distinguished guests, participants, and volunteers, for 
making this fest a resounding success. As we bring this 
eventful day to a close, the event was filled with moments 
of pride, inspiration and learning with the memories of this 
remarkable experience, and inspire us to reach greater 
heights in all our endeavours, and use it to fuel our passion 
for excellence and learning.
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Dr. G.L Balaji

BOMBAY BANDOOK 
CONCERT

Non-technical event conducted under 
the name Aadhav’23 where We had a 
Bomaby Bandook band performance 
for the whole eve. Audiences enjoyed a 
lot during the event.

The event was full of joy and dived into 
the melody of the famous band. The 
audience were enjoying the most. 
Overall, no such festive event is 
complete without music that brings life 
in us.


Organized by:- Tamil Club


Dr. Benevatho Jason
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THE DANCE TOUR

The VIT Bhopal Dance Club held an event as 
part of the AdVITya’23 fest, which showcased 
various Indian dance forms and cultural 
heritage. The event was led by the club's core 
members who presented nine group 
performances. The first half of the 
performance showcased fusion dance styles 
from different Indian states, including 
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 
Malayalam, Rajasthan, and Punjab, among 
others.


The second half had a reunion theme, and 
the team presented famous Bollywood songs 
in the form of classical dance styles like 
Kathak and Bharatnatyam. The finale 
showcased different emotions that are part 
of everyday life, such as happiness, sadness, 
and love. The event lasted three hours and 
took place on the campus' football field, with 
four anchors hosting the event. Overall, the 
event was a beautiful depiction of Indian 
culture and heritage through dance forms.
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Organized by:- Dance Club

Dr. Yogesh Shukla
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ADVITYA 2023

when an unknown printer took 
a galley of type and 
scrambled it to make a type 
specimen book. It has survived 
not only five centuries, but also 
the leap into electronic 
typesetting,

SHIRLEY SETIA
THE PRO SHOW WITH

The VIT Bhopal University was 
blessed with the performance of 
very magistic and talented 
singing artist Shirley Setia on the 
evening of 10th Febraury 2023. 
She won the hearts of all college 
listeners. They were able to 
recreate through their 
instruments the pieces 
constructed in each composer’s 
mind.

Each piece was played 
elaborately and beautifully. We 
believe that anyone listening 
who had never shown any 
interest in instrumental music 
would most likely change their 
minds after that evening.
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The most moving and 
captivation feature of the 
concert was the well-blended 
tones that they so eloquently 
weave. Each piece flowed 
and moved every listener on 
the venue. The entire concert 
was very riveting.

She sang many songs from 
different Indian movies and 
albums and she presented 
her superb performance in 
this concert. It was a 
memorable day for the 
university.

THE MELODY IN OUR HEART AND PEACE IN OUR MIND

AdVITya 2023
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Marketing/Publicity

Dr. Kamlesh 
Chandrawanshi

Convener

Dr. J. George 
Chellin Chandran

Convener

Dr. Anant kant Shukla

Co-Convener

Dr. Chandan kumar 
Behera

Treasurer

Dr. Manisha Singh

Pro-Show/Concert

Dr. Yogesh Shukla

Documentation

Dr. Trapti Sharma

GENERAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Discipline

Dr. M. R. Thiyagu 
Priyadarsan

Stage & Decoration, 
Seating Arrangements 
and PA System

Dr. Karthik Rao M C

Event Management

(All Technical Events)


Dr Pushpdant Jain

Purchase & Printing

Dr. Shweta Mukherjee

Sponsorship

Dr. Bhakti Parashar

Event Management 

(All Cultural Events)


Dr. Bhumika Choksi

Master of Ceremony

Dr. Suchetna sadhukan
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GENERAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Public Relations

Mr. Amit amar 

Technical Support

Dr. Muneeswaran V

Hospitality & 
Refreshment

Dr. Anita Yadav

Transportation

Dr. Suresh Dara

Accomodation 

(Girls’ Hostel)


Dr. Divya Haridas 

Accomodation

(Boys’ Hostel)


Dr. G. L. Balaji 

Sports

Dr. Prashant Tiwari

Registration

Dr. Kanchan Lata 
Kashyap
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Dr. Ravi bhatt

Designing (Invitations, 
Banners & Certificates)


Dr. M. Maragatharajan

Photography and 
Social Media 

Mr. Mayank Gupta

Website Creation 
and Updation

Dr. L. Satish Kumar
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